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SMART HOME SECURITY FEATURE COMPARISON
iTimeTec

FEATURE
AC-powered smart
hub/gateway

truSafe

Sharp

Xiaomi

Most security devices are low power consumption, they are
powered by batteries that can last 2-3 years. Battery types
used are CR123A and CR1450 which will be provided together
with the device. When battery is low, the LED of the device
will blink faster than usual to remind user.

Easy setup

Easy setup using iTimeTec app by scanning
QR code of the devices.

No hacking needed

All battery-powered devices can be installed by adhering
on location using double sided stick-on provided.

WiFi needed

Alarm still works when there is no internet connection only there is no
push notification can be sent via app during disconnection.

Gateway/hub with
extra function

Smart gateway that can connect with max 36 devices comes
with surveillance camera function, 2-ways voice
communication, night view, motion detect and siren.

Trigger alarm using panic
button or remote control

User can use panic button to set on/off alarm siren
manually even when wifi is disconnected.

Sirim & MCMC certified

All our smart home devices are SIRIM certified with MCMC
standard. Users can easily check out the SIRIM certificates
here: https://www.timeteccloud.com/cert

Extended Warranty

Smart devices come with 1 year Standard Warranty, users have the
option to purchase extended warranty for 2 years too.

Central monitoring

Integratable with TimeTec Smart Community Apps to send instant
notification to guardhouse when alarm is triggered.

Push notifications to
smart phone

Subscription based

Push notification will be sent when there are events
triggered by sensors so users will be aware of changes in
the protected premises wherever he is.

Notify community guard house
when alarm is triggered
Notify patrolling guard when
alarm is triggered
Sound alarm siren when
alarm is triggered

Integrate with iNeighbour Community App

Integrate with TimeTec Patrol App

While competitors mostly do not provide extra siren
device, i-TimeTec alarm will set off both indoor siren device
and the built-in siren on the smart gateway.

Support from local
tech team

Hardware & software support provided by local in
house technical support team.

Remote control to arm/
disarm alarm

Arm/disarm using App

Control remotely from free
mobile app
Scalable (can add extra
sensors)

Users can control smart home security and automation
devices from i-TimeTec app for FREE.

Users can add extra sensors or devices to the system
easily according to their need.

Expandable to home automation
for eg smart lighting, smart curtain,
smart aircond and smart scene
Smart scenario linked with sensors,
use sensors to trigger certain scenarios or arm/disarm alarm
= low,

Lifesmart

Smart gateway is the only one among security devices that is powered
by AC power. The rest security devices are powered by batteries.

Wireless devices
run by batteries

Price:

Bluguard

i-TimeTec also has smart lighting, smart curtain etc automation
system can be connected to the same gateway same system.

Smart Security System can link with smart scenario feature
that allow user to arm/disarm alarm at certain scene/time
or when certain sensor detects a motion.

= expensive
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